Christmas Flower Dedications
2020

Given by Jane and Ray Burnett in memory of Mr. and Mrs. Howard Adams
and in memory of Mr. and Mrs. Tom Fluke

Given by The Cooper Family, Wendy and Bill, Emily and Amy,
in memory of Agnes and Bill Cooper
and in memory of Jack Nelich

Given by Marlene Dirksen in memory of Paul
and in memory of Kathrine

Given by Jim Elliott in memory of my wife, Lois

Given by Beverly Hixon in memory of Carl Hixon

Given by Sarah Jackson in honor of my student, Israel Caminero,
in honor of Megan Howe,
in honor of Sharon Werner,
in honor of Comfort Adjah,
in memory of Carl Miller,
and in memory of Maria Dominiguez de Perez

Given by Craig Mueller in honor of Pat and Addie Mueller

Given by Sandi and Frank O’Dell in honor of our children and grandchildren
Given by Marilyn and Bill Ransom in memory of Bill’s parents and grandparents,
in memory of Marilyn’s parents, grandparents, and sisters,
in memory of our daughter-in-law Clara’s father, Talbot Trammell,
in honor of our friend, Catherine Ciemins,
in honor of our friend, Judy Simmerly,
in honor of our neighbors, Rajab, Miran, and Deema,
in honor of our neighbors, The Kurcsak Family,
in honor of our friends, Takuya, Mely, and Naoki Sato,
in honor of our friend, Ann Kieseling,
in honor of our friend, Frances Cauley,
and in honor of our friend, Joan Query

Given by Jan, Debbie, Cody, and Doug in memory of Ed

Given by Jean and Gary Scothon in memory of Earl and Velma Scothon,
in memory of Alan Scothon,
in memory of Richard and Emma Stock,
and in memory of Kay and Bud Smith

Given by Sue Shellhouse in memory of Sue’s dad, John Miller

Given by John and Judy Solt in memory of our parents

Given by Claudia and Paul Taller in honor of our daughters and our granddaughters

Given by John and Charlene Vas in memory of our parents, John and Twila Vas
and Frank and Agnes McNamee

Given by Andy and Alice Walsh in honor of our granddaughters,
Miriam, Clara Mae, Eleora, and Naomi,
and in memory of Alice’s mom, Joyce Wise